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May 22, 2012 

Robert Cook-Deegan, M.D. 
Duke University 
Institute for Genome Sciences & Policy 
Durham, NC 27708 Re: FOIA Case Number: 12-FOI-00224-NHGRI - 39937 

Dear Dr. Cook-Deegan: 

This is our final response to your April 13, 20 12, Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request 
addressed to the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRl), Nationa l Institutes of Health 
(NIH). You requested information on the International Strategy Meetings for Human Genome 
Sequenc ing including: I) any handwritten notes taken by Dr. Francis Collins (then Director of 
NHGRI), at the Second (I 997) and Third ( 1998) International Strategy Meetings for Human Genome 
Sequencing in Bermuda, 2) the offic ial agenda for the Second International Strategy Meeting ( 1997), 
3) any official reports resulting from any of the three International Strategy Meetings for Human 
Genome Sequencing (I996, 1997, 1998), and 4) any letters sent by NCHGRlNHGRl from 1996 to 
1998 to foreign dignitaries, scientists, adm inistrators, or policymakers relating to compliance with 
the rapid DNA data release policies of the Internationa l Human Genome Project. In an email 
exchange on May 21 , you agreed to exclude the 1997 offic ia l report. 

We searched the fil es of the NHGRI Office of the Director for records responsive to your request. 
That search produced 107 pages responsive to yo ur request. In response to item I , enclosed are 
handwritten notes from the 1997 Internationa l Strategy Meetings for Human Genome Sequencing 
(36 pages), and the 1998 International Strategy Meet ings for Human Genome Sequencing (23 pages). 
In response to item 2, enclosed is the offic ia l agenda for the 1997 Second Internationa l Strategy 
Meeting ( 13 pages) . In response to item 3, enclosed is the official report from the 1996 International 
Strategy Meeting for Human Genome Sequencing (5 pages), and the 1998 International Strategy 
Meeting for Human Genome Sequencing (26 pages). In response to item 4, enclosed are letters sent 
by NCHGRlNHGRl from 1996 to 1998 to foreign dign itaries, scientists, admi nistrators, or 
policymakers relating to compliance with the rap id DNA data re lease policies of the International 
Human Genome Project (4 pages). A tota l of 107 pages are being re leased in response to thi s 
request. 

In certain circumstances provisions of the FO IA and Department of Health and Human Services 
FO IA Regulations allow us to recover part of the cost of respond ing to your request. Because the 
cost is below the $25 minimum, there is no charge for the enclosed materials. 

Thank you for your interest in the National Human Genome Research Institute. 

Sincerely, 

r!Lt;-W 
Christy Ceci I 
Freedom of Information Specialist, NHGRI 

Enc losures - 107 pages 
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National Human Genome Research Institute 
FOIAIPA Office, RKL 1, Suite 6054 
6705 Rockledge Dr. MSC 7957 
Bethesda MD 20892-7957 

April 16,2012 

Robert Cook-Deegan, M.D. 
Duke University 
Institute for Genome Sciences & Policy 
Durham, NC 27708 

Re: FOIA CASE NO. 12-FOI-00224-NHGRI - 39937 

Dear Dr. Cook-Deegan: 

This acknowledges your April 13, 2012, Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request addressed to 
the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI), National Institutes of Health (NIH). You 
requested information on the International Strategy Meetings for Human Genome Sequencing in 
1997 and 1998, including: (1) handwritten notes taken by Dr. Francis Collins, then Director of 
NHGRI' at the Second (1997) and Third (1998) International Strategy Meetings for Human 
Genome Sequencing in Bermuda, (2) the official agenda for the Second International Strategy 
Meeting (1997), (3) any official reports resulting from any of the three (1996-1998) International 
Strategy Meetings for Human Genome Sequencing, and (4) any letters sent by NCHGRlNHGRI (or 
NIH) from 1996-1998 to foreign dignitaries, scientists, administrators, or policymakers relating to 
compliance with the rapid DNA data release policies of the International Human Genome Project, 
particularly letters sent to individuals from France, Germany, and Japan. 

We have queried the NHGRI Office of the Director. If any documents responsive to your request 
are located, they will be reviewed for releasability, and all releasable information will be sent to 
you. We will do everything possible to comply with your request in a timely manner. Please feel 
free to call me at 301-496-9737 for additional information or to inquire about the status of your 
request. 

Provisions of the FOIA allow us to recover part of the cost of complying with your request. We 
shall charge you for records in accordance with the Department of Health and Human Services 
FOIA regulations as they apply to educational institution requesters; i.e., you will be charged for 
duplication at 10-cents per page although the first 100 pages are free; there is no charge for search 
or review time. If there are any fees associated with processing this request, you will be sent an 
invoice with our final response. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Christy Cecil 
Freedom of Information Specialist, NHGRI 
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SUMMARY 

PROGRESS 
• A total of 116 Mb of finished human genomic sequence was reported,. with over 107 Mb 

submitted to GenBanklEMBLlDDBJ (see table 1) 
• This represents approximately 3% of the human genome 
• More than 70 Mb had been produced in the preceding year 
• The Sanger Centre and Washington University had finished respectively 21.4 Mb and 19.7 

Mb of human genomic sequence in the preceding year. Six other centres had finished 3-7 
Mb 

• Most centres reported that production was being tamped up steeply although last years' 
sequence production in toto had not met the predicted output by a factor of 2. J 

• Generating a sequence-ready map was no longer a limiting factor in some centres but 
globally 'matching clone production to sequencing capacity was still an issue 

• Finishing of sequence i.e~ closing gaps in the map and reading through difficult sequence 
was identified as the major bottleneck 

• Other factors limiting scale-up of the sequencing effort were staff, space and funding. 

QUALITY AND COSTS 
• The previously agreed quality standards were endorsed 
• During the ramp-up phase cost reductions were unlikely if the quality standards were to be 

maintained . 
• All attendees agreed to participate in an International Quality Assessment exercise, this 

would be based on the exchange and reassembly of raw data. 
• Closing gaps in the sequence will be a significant cost and therefore contiguous sequence 

should be generated as soon as possible in order that the full costs of achieving contiguity 
are confronted and not deferred 

• Groups were asked to start reporting contiguity of data 
• Eventually groups should only report sequence in contigs over 500 Kb 
• Working groups were to be convened to explore the following issues: 

• consortium buying 
• cost accounting 
• clone fidelity 
• finishing practices. 
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DATA RELEASE 
• us, UK and German funding agencies confinned that their policies were consistent with 

the principle of immediate data release for high throughput human genome sequence. 
• Most US, UK and German centres reported achieving or aspiring to the target of 

immediate data release . 
• The Japanese Science and Technology Corporation does not restrict or require immediate 

data release, however finished data has to be released via the 1ST 
• GENOSCOPE (France) - data trom 'in house' projects would be released immediately, no 

such requirement was being made for collaborative projects . 
• Participants offered their support to ensure early data release for aU human high throughput 

sequencing projects 
• Collaborations should be encouraged with groups with biological or sequencing interests 

within targets, but the principle of early data shoUld apply to all sequence 
• Participants agreed to apply the same conditions of early data release to mouse genomic 

sequence 
• Participants urged high throughput sequencing projects on aU organisms to adopt a policy 

of immediate data release 
• The policy of early data release was agreed to facilitate the co-ordination of the project and 

to allow researchers early access to the sequence~ To ensure that the unfinished sequence 
was accessible to the community sequencers were encouraged to 

• submit their unfinished sequencing data to the unfinished divisions of GenBank, 
EMBL,DDBJ 

• develop chromosome specific Web sites 
• ensure presentation of data on individual Web sites was user tiiendly~ 

BUMAN SEQUENCE MAP INDEX 
• All participants confirmed their support for a single World Wide Web site containing 

sequencing interests 
• Regions defined on the Index should be viewed as expressions of' interest rather than 

exclusive claims 
• All groups undertook to submit their interests to the new Index at the National Center for 

Biotechnology Information 
• Several participants believed that the limits agreed at the last meeting on the duration and 

size of stated interests were too restrictive in the context. of the current ramp-up of 
sequence production 

• Mapping and sequencing targets needed to be shown separately on the Index 
• Sequencing targets should include short tenn goals 
• In the context of claims registered on the Index being understood as expressions of 

interest, mapping targets could include regions of longer tenn interest for which map data 
were being generated 

• The Genethon markers available on the Index were not sufficient to accurately define 
regions of interest. David Cox (Stanford University) and David Bentley (Sanger Centre) 
were assigned authority to advise the Index on additional markers and to place these on the 
consensus map if necessary 

• A simple visual representation of sequencing centres' target areas would be added to the 
Index. 
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SEQUENCE-READY MAPS 
• A small number ofBAC horaries had been made and distributed from DNA obtained in line 

with ethical guidelines for large scale sequencing; several more libraries would be produced 
• YAC boraries made from a similar source of DNA may be required 
• Some sequencers expressed an interest in a large insert BAC library for gap closure 
• The possibility of a mapping consortium for the mouse received support. 

ANNOTATION 
• The participants were agreed on the importance of atulotation to exploit the value of 

senomic sequence 
• A SUNey of annotation in the sequence databases demonstrated that sequencing centres 

were annotating sequence to different levels and in different manners 
• There were differing opinions as to the level which sequencing centres should annotate 

sequence themselves 
• It was agreed that a minimum level of annotation for sequence submissions to the sequence 

databases would be required 
• A method for displaying accuracy data which would be of use to sequence users would be 

developed 
• A more standardised system of annotation should be considered with features described in 

a searchable and consistent manner 
• Including the evidence for the annotated feature should be considered 
• A system of cataloguing the sequence submissions would be developed. Summary 

information for each contig would contain information on the contig and constituent 
dones~ 

NEW TECHNOLOGY 
• All centres were still reliant on existing technologies although severaJ were investigating 

improvements in sequencers. enzyme and dye technology 
• Interaction between centres to share innovations should be encouraged 
• It was unfeasible to try to change technology at same time as ramping-up sequence 

production. 

:NEXT MEETING 
• The location to alternate between UK and US,. at a site convenient for major airports" 
• The working groups to report their findings 
• A similar number of participants to be invited. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Michael Morgan welcomed participants to the Third hitetttational Strategy Meeting on 
Human Genome Sequencing and thanked the other sponsors of the meeting for their support. 

Session 1 PROGRESS, STRATEGIES AND DEVELOPMENTS 
Chair: James Watson 

lames Watson opened the first session by commenting on the budget and timeline for the 
human genome sequencing project. It was becoming apparent that completion of the project 
by 200S would probably cost more than had been originally envisaged. For successful 
completion of the project in 2005, it was critical to maintain momentum in order to retain both 
staff and resources. There was a need to promote a long tenn vision of genome sequencing as 
an activity integral to scientific discovery. The genome sequencing community should aim to 
convince both the scientific community and the public of the challenges involved iIi the 
project, and value of genome sequence infonnation. Only in this way would support be 
obtainable to build a superstructure to maintain genome sequencing as a long tenn activity and 
to sequence the mouse, Drosophila, Fugu and other complex genomes. 

PROGRESS 

All the sequencing centres had been asked to provide information by email on progress made 
to date and this, together with additional information on strategies and predicted sequence 
production provided by the groups at the meeting, is contained in Appendix 1. 

It was reported that, to dates 600 Mb of human sequence has been deposited in the sequence 
databases GenBank, EMBL and nnBJ; the major contributor being EST sequences. The total 
finished human genomic sequence reported was 116 Mb with over 107 Mb submitted to the 
databases. This represented approximately 3% of the human genome. Two centres had 
finished more than 7 Mb of human genomic sequence in the preceding year: the Sanger Centre 
and. Washington University. The human genome sequencing capacity of both these centres 
would increase with the completion of the C.elegans genome in 1998. Six other centres had 
produced between 3 and 7 Mb during the past year·(Table 1). 

Most of the sequencing centres represented at the meeting reported that they were in the 
process of ramping-up their sequence production very steeply. Most groups had over 
predicted sequence output for the preceding year compared to what had actually been 
achieved; although the 70 Mb plus produced in the past year exceeded the cumulative total 
reported a year ago (Table 1). It was questioned if the ramp-ups predicted by the groups 
were actually feasible in the context of the previous year's production; most producers were 
confident that their goals were feasible, if ambitious .. The groups cited staff recruitment and 
retention, space and funding as critical factors in achieving the increase in sequence 
production. 

The recruitmen4 training and retention of high quality staff at all levels!, particularly in the 
finishing process, was proving to be one of the greatest challenges. The project needed to 
tteruit bigh quality staff as technology innovators~ process managers and technicians. 
Currently this was proving to be problematical for several reasons. The higher' salaries offered 
by biotechnology companies were more attractive, particularly for the technical staff. 
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Individuals of the calibre sought as innovators also had the option of pursing a more 
biologically oriented academic career. It was accepted that under the present system a career 
in genome sequencing W"as unlikely to result iii academic progression. The group a~ the 
University of Washington reported that the only solution they had found to provide 
appropriate career opportunities was by moving away from the university systel'1 and fonning 
a company for genomic sequencing. Some individuals could possibly be attracted by 
combining sequencing with the opportunities for biological research, however, many groups 
had found sequencing too demartding to effectively combine with other activities. A more 
appropriate career structure was required which would recognise the unique skills" required 
and provide appropriate rewards. If the long tenn future of genome. sequencing was more 
secure, as bad been discussed above, it was thought that there would be more individuals 
prepared to conunit themselves. 

As well as improving career prospects the profile of genome sequencing needed to be raised 
within the university community, and this had been attempted through seminars. It was 
reported that, at least at Baylor, there had recently been an increased interest in pursuing a 
career in the area. 

STRATEGIES 

Mapping and Sequencing 

Most groups involved in producing their own sequence-ready maps reported now being able 
to produce sequence-ready clones at a sufficient rate to satisfy their current sequencing 
capacity. Those groups not involved in mapping, or without sufficient mapping capacity, were 
hoping that other genome centres, as well as other members of the scientific community, 
would continue to provide them with sequence-ready maps. There were concerns expressed 
about the quality of some of the maps provided. and most centre! without any mapping 
capacity identified a need to develop some mapping capacity in order to validate sequence
ready map$ both prior and post sequencing. Therefore globally there were still concerns as to 
whether the mapping capability would be sufficient to satisfy the rapidly increasina sequencing 
capacity. 

There was some variation between centres in their strategies and priorities. Most groups were 
now using or moving towards BAC libraries and shotgun sequencing. Strategies for 
generating sequence-ready maps were discussed in more detall in session IV but there were 
differences in emphasis with groups concentrating on achieving contiguity Of" coverage early 
on. Groups aiming for early contiguity were either .ordering STSs prior to generating. clones 
or using a strateay including directed generation of additional probes from YACs to close 
gapS4 Most groups reported an average contig length for finished sequence in the range 130· 
220 Kb, with largest contigs in the 1 Mb range. 
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Ymishing 

Most centres identified finishing sequence as the major bottleneck in the production process. 
This was due to both a lack of personnel and the difficu1ty in closing gaps owing to both 
cloning and sequencing difticultiesl there were moves towards increasing the automation of 
the finishing process to enable finishers to concentrate on truly problem areas. A semi
automated prefinishing step using primer walking was being used at UTSW and Oklahoma 
University. The process was reported to be cost etFective owing to the :MERMAID 
oligonucleotide sequencer; which was built in house; and could produce oligonucleotides 
extremely cheaply. More systematic methods of closing difficult gaps both in the "map and 
sequence were also required. New technologies and a mechanism for sharing finishing 
practices were discussed in more detail in later sessions. 

Table 1 

F1NISHED HUMAN GENOME SEQUENCE (Mb) 

Centre Cumulative Cumulativ 'I'otaJin Actual Output 
Output e Sequence Output Feb 1997-8 

Feb 1997 Output Databases Feb 1997-8 -as 
Feb 1998 Feb 1998 predieted 

Feb 1997 
. Sanger Centre 14.6 36.02 34.85 21.4 35 

Washington University 4.8 24.5 22.6 19.7 24-
Whitehead Institute 0.08* 7.0 6.6 6.9 20 
nGR 2.7 6.4 6.4 3.7 11 
Baylor College Of Medicine 3.0 6.S 5.9 3.S 12 
University ofWashingto_D 0.59 3.65 3.65 3.06 6 
ACGf-ABI 2.4 5.0 S.O 2.6 3.5 
DOE Joint Genome Initiative 0.96** 7.67*· 5.67·* 4.71 20 
1MB-lena I.S 5.29 5.29 3.79 6 
UT Southwestern 1.6 4.35 4.35 2.7S S 
ACGT Universi~ of Oklahoma 3.8 4.13 4.13 0;3 5.5 
University or Tokyo 2.7 5.1 2.9 2.4 3.4 
Stanford University 0.3 0.65 0.51 0.35 5, 

TOTALS 39.03 116.26 107.85 75.16 156.4 

Figures for Cumulative Output Februaiy 1997 and Predicted Output Februasy 1997-8; taken from 
the Report of the Second International Strategy Meeting (unless indicated otherwise). 

Figures for Cumulative Output February 1998 and Total in Sequence Databases Febru;uy 1998 
e"tracted from individual reports in Appendix I. 

* Total revised down from 2.1 Mb reported at the Second International Strategy Meeting. 2.1 
Mb did not correspond to finished deposited sequence but rather sequence in progress 

•• Revised totals submitted after the Third International Strategy Meeting. Total for February 
1997 of 4 Mb revised down to 0.96 Mb to include only sequence finished to agreed quality 
standard. 
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Session 11 SEQUENCING QUALlrY AND COSTS 
Chair: Eric Lander 

The aim of the session was not to discuss actual figures for quality and costs but to put in 
hand it process that would be able to determine these with a greater degree of confidence than 
had been possible previously. 

The Human Genome Sequence produced should be characterised by the "four As" 
• Accurate (10-4) 
• Assembled (> SOO Kb contigs - no gaps) 
• Affordable 
• Accessible 

Quality and cost had been discussed in December at the NHGRl Principal Investigators' 
meeting. At that meeting it was apparent that it would not be possible to reduce costs during 
the ramp .. up phase of tbe project, as had previously been envisaged, if the agreed sequence 
quality standards were to be met. 

SEQUENCE QUALITY 

Accuracy 

The standards agreed in previous years for sequence accuracy were still felt to be appropriate. 
It was also recognised that there was a need for a mechanism to demonstrate that the 
sequence produced met these standards. In the past year there had been two large scale 
sequencing Quality Assessment exercises involving NHGRI funded centres. The mechanism 
suggested at the last strategy meeting had been used,. involving exchange and reassembly of 
raw data. There was unanimous support for this exercise, both as a means of sequence quality 
control and for identifying how errors occur. The majority of clones reviewed in the last 
exercise had met the required quality standards (Appendix 2a). Those groups with sequence 
below the required accuracy standard of 1 error in 10,000 bp had re-analysed their sequence 
to ensure it met this standard. 

The results of the internal QA exercise at the Sanger Centre were reported (Appendix 2b). 
The quality of the inspected sequence had been well above the required standard. Errors 
detected were mostly associated were older data. It was reported that a strategy of allowing a 
controJled level of uncertainty in problem sequence had been introduced as alternative to gaps 
in the sequence. After all current methods of rea~ing through a region were exhausted~ a 
'black-tag' could be apptied to identify regions where the confidence in the sequenee was 
lower than required. The tag would remain on the annotated sequence until new methods 
were developed to successfully read through the region. The frequency of the tags was highly 
variabl~ but a rough estimate was given as 1 every 100 Kb. 

All participants were enthusiastic about participating in an International QA exercise modelled 
on the two NHGRI exercises. As before, raw data would be exchanged between sites for 
reassembly. The focus would be on clones sequenced since September 1997, as sequence 
produced before this date had been sampled in previous exercises. There was some discussion 
on the precise format for the exercise, in particular the need to exchange reagents as well as 
the raw dat~ the level of checking required by each centre; and the inclusion of overlapping 
clones to check the fidelity of clones to the target region. Participants in the last QA exercise 
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) had found the access to reagents very useful when ambiguities/errors were detecte(L The Jevel 
of checking required by each centre would reflect the relative sizes of the centres. It was 
agreed that aU participants would be on an equal footing and there would be an opportunity 
for all centres to participate in setting the (ormat and rules for the exercise. The major exercise 
wou1d begin after 9th October,. the date of submission of NHGRl grant applications, but 
would be completed in time for the review of the applications. In addition there may be a 
partial exercise before 9th October. the results of which would be available before 9th 
October. 

Following the December meeting, the ability to submit accuracy data in the fonn of a 
cumulative PHRAP curve was being added to GenBank. There was a suggestion that 
providing the following information would give a truer indication of the quality of the 
sequence. 
1. Cumulative error 
2. Distnoution of poor quality bases 
3. Consensus changing edits 
4. List of poor quality bases 

The QA assessment had highlighted the value of co-operation between centres for sharing 
information on ways of improving the process and solving problems. Centres were using 
differing strategies for assembling and finishing data, although mostly based on PHRED, 
PHRAP,. and XGAP and/or CONSED. A working group would be set up to cross compare 
procedures and possibly identify the most effective practices. The group would also examine 
the issue or difficult gaps, how these could be identified prospectively, and the methods 
groups had used to close theaa 

A number of errors detected in the second QA exercise had involved clone instabilities. The 
reasons for deletions in clones and mechanisms for identifying and avoiding them were 
discussed. There was no standard measure for clone validity, in particular how many 
consistent clones had to be isolated to give an acceptable level of confidence. Some groups 
were worried about the possibility of systematic deletions in MI3 and several groups stated 
they were now concentrating on pUCs for sub cloning. However, most deletions found in 
mUltiple subclones were thought to arise from deletions in the source BAC/oosmid~ Deletions 
in the source clone could generally be detected using the fingerprint analysis to spot 
subpopulations of deleted clones. It was agreed that clone fidelity would be considered further 
by a second working group. 

Contiguity 

The issue of contiguity of sequence had been discussed extensively at the December meeting 
of the NHGRI investigators. It was accepted that the sequence produced by the human 
genome project should be contiguous, however; there were some difierences of opinion as to 
how and when this should be achieved. The compelling reason for achieving contiguity early 
on was the potentially huge deterred cost involved if gaps had to be closed at a fater date. 
Some groups were using mapping and sequencing strategies aiming to generate contiguity in 
parallel with the sequence production, but other operations were initially concentrating on 
good coverage. Larger operations were using chromosome wide mapping strategies, with 
sequencing efforts being nucleated trom several sites as the map was extended. These centres 
were concerned that the drive fot contiguity should not prevent the most optimal mapping 
strategy being used. 
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There was a move to encourage contiguity of submitted sequence by imposing a limit On 
reported 'finished' sequence to that in contigs greater than 500 Kb. It was agreed that this 
was not be feasible at the present moment and effort should not be overly diverted from 
achieving the necessary sequence throughput. In order to encourage sequence contiguity 
there should be a mechanism to judge contiguity and to give credit to those groups with a 
greater emphasis On contiguity as they would be generating less unique sequence. It was 
agreed that the number average (amount of sequence submitted/number of sequences 
submitted) gave a better idea otthe number of gaps in sequence than a system weighted by the 
distribution of contig lengths. 

COSTS 

It was generally accepted that the costlbp was unlikeJy to ilrop in the fashion predicted at the 
previous meeting. If quality standards were to be maintained the costlbp would probably stay 
static at about SO centslbase during the next three years as sequence production was ramped
up. It was reported that the NHGRl budget for the current fiscal year for production 
sequencing was $70 million, with requests from current centres totalling $85 million. 
Following recent budgeting trends, it was possible that as much as $140 million per year may 
be available within 4 years. Therefore jf costs started to fall after three years at the rate of 
100010/year the NHGRI would stIli be able to meet its targets but tiot with a great deal of 
flexibility. 

There was no support from the sequencers for exploring whether reducing the accuracy of 
sequence below 10-4 could significantly reduce costs_ There was agreement that. it would be 
misleading to assume a simple correlation between costlbp and accuracy, as the high degree of 
accuracy-had additional implications such as facilitating sequence assembly. 

The reasons for cost assessment were as follows: 

1. IdentifY who is cheapest "" although this would be inappropriate in the ramp-up phase 
2. Process improvements - to target savings at the most effective point 
3. Cost comparison - to share cost effective methods and best practice 
4. Cost projection. 

In the first session there had been an- attempt to estimate the amount of space and number of 
people invplved in each centre per Mb or sequence produced. This had illustrated the difficulty 
involved in trying to cross compare operations. It would be impossible to compare costs 
between centres exactly but it could be possible, as. was possible in business, to sub-cJassify 
costs sufficiently to make comparisons meaningful. A working group was agreed to consider 
if it was possible to devise a system for making cost comparisons that would be useful to 
groups. The earliest it could be expected that a workable system would be in place was next 
year .. 

The major cost drivers were considered to be salaries and sequencing reagents. In view of the 
genome community- being a significant purchaser of sequencing reagents the community 
should be able to negotiate with suppliers from a position of strength. Funding agencies, such 
as the NIH, courd not be involved in consortium buying but a group would be fonned to 
investigate this further. 
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) SUMMARY 

An international QA exercise would be undertaken. 
Working groups would be: formed to report at the next strategy meeting. By the conclusion of 
the meeting the composition of working groups had been agreed as follows~ 

Fmishing 
Bob Waterston (chair) 
Phil Green 
Sanger Centre representative 
Eric Lander 
Elison Chen 

Cost Atcounting 
Eric Green (chair) 
Jane Rogers 

Oone Fidelity 
David Cox (chair) 
Phil Green 
Jolm MacPherson 
Bruce Birren 

Consortium Buying 
Rick Wilton (chair) 
Rick Myers 

The optimal size would be 5-6 people per group and volunteers were invited. Sources of 
expertise outside of the academic community should be utilised if appropriate. 
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Session HI DATA RELEASE AND AVAILABILITY 
CIuzir: Richard Gibbs 

FINISHED SEQUENCE IN THE SEQUENCE DATABASES 

The amount of sequence released into finished division of GenBank by the genome sequencing 
centres had been calculated. There was currently no single method to do tbis and therefore· 
three methods had been used. 
1. Sequence submitted using the direct ftp route for high throughput genome sequence 

- total 1 00 Mb. . 
2. Finished sequence labelled as htg (high throughput genome) sequence - total 60 Mh. 
3. Human genome sequence records >10 Kb (manually assessed to fit certain criteria) 

- total 100 Mh. . 

For various reasons none of these methods were completely satisfactory for calculating the 
amount of finished sequence submitted to the sequence databases. Four suggestions were 
made to facilitate this in future. 

1. Centres to maintain a simple list of accession numbers for sequence submitted to the 
finished division of the databases 

2. A similar list to 1 but clones grouped under the appropriate contig name 

3. A similar list to 2 but with information on how the sequence could be assembled from 
individual clones 

4. A description of each contig including size, orientatioll; position and source of each 
clone and how each elone fits into the contig. 

There was a consensus that a list of sequences submitted to the databases would be valuable. 
An option providing information on the contig assembly was supported as the current 
situation,. with the assembly information was embedded in sequence records, was less than 
satisfactory. It was noted that a similar system was working effectively for the· C.elegans 
sequencing project. GenBanklEr..mL volunteered to put together a Web site containing this 
infonnation and also to download the information it it was provided on each eentre7s Web 
site. To ensure that the information provided was meaningfuJj centres should update the 
information regularly. Tun Ostell undertook to circulate to the groups a more detailed 
proposal based on option 3' for comments in the near future. 

ACCESSmILITY OF SEQUENCE DATA 

The rationale for releasing unfinished sequence data in to the public domain was to make it 
accessible to the scientific conununity at the earliest opportunity as well for co ... ordination of 
the project. Most unfinished data were available from centres" Web sites although the 
sequence databases now provide a division for unfinished sequence. To ensure that the 
unfinished sequence was accessible to the community, sequencers were encouraged to submit 
their unfinished sequencing data to the databases? unfinished divisions. If data were only being 
released on Web; the possibility of developing a joint Web page for unfinished sequence on 
each chromosome, similar to those for chromosomes 21 and 22 should be considered# Centres 
should also ensure that sequence information available through their own Web sites was in an 
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accessible fonn. Andre Rosenthal's. group in lena had visited and assessed each site from the 
point of view of the user community. Two recontniendations to increase the accessibility of 
the data were made: 
14 sequence and the corresponding maps should always be cross referenced 
24 the capacity to perform BLAST searches on the sequence data was absolutely 

necessary. 

DATA RELEASE POLICY 

The first Bermuda meeting had agreed to a policy of immediate release of human genome 
sequence produced by high throughput centres. The funding agencies present were asked to 
state whether this policy was being adhered to. The policy of the US agencies (NIH and DOB) 
was to require its grantees to comply with the Bennuda principles. Some centres had not 
achieved full compliance as y~ but were taking steps to do so. Posting assemblies greater 
than 2 Kb on the Web within 24 hours was satisfactory, but submission to the unfinished 
division of GenBank was preferred. 

The Welloo~e Trust reaffirmed its commitment, and that or the Sanger Centre~ to early data 
release. Confinnation from the BMBF that the German genome sequencing consortiUM could 
now fully adhere to the Bennuda principles was warmly welcomed. 

The French genome sequencing effort was in its initial stages: 'in·house' projects would target 
human chromosomes 3 and 14 and data would be released immediately. Tenders for 
collaborative proJects would be considered 2-3 times a year by the French ministry. Data 
release for collaborative projects would be considered on a case by case basis. However the 
Bermuda principles applied to all sequence produced by high throughput centres and, 
although there was no human collaborative projects at present, the participants were worried 
by future problems in adhering to the prlrtciples. The possibility of refusing projects where 
collaborators requested restrictions on data release had not been explored as yet. The 
participants offered their assistance to change this policy as support from the sequencing 
community had helped remove the restrictions on data release originally required by the 
BMBF. 

It was reported that the Japanese Science and Technology Corporation (JST) do not require 
or restrict their researchers from releasing unfinished data immediately. It was noted that 
Yoshiyuki.Sakaki was releasing his unfinished data on to the Web and to OOBJ almost daily. 
The problem arose with tne requirement to release finished data via the JST database which 
resulted in a delay of approximately three months in the release of data. The participants were 
unable to appreciate the rationale for requiring finished data to be released via the JST and the 
consequent delay in the release of finished sequence. 

The discussion on data release was resumed prior to the final session, in the context of a 
policy for ~enomic sequence from other organisms. 
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) Session IV ALLOCATION OF REGIONS / ETIQUETTE FOR SHARING 
Chair: David Cox 

The session revisited the conclusions on sequencing claims and etiquette from the Second 
Strategy meeting. There \Vas agreement on the fonowing points from the summary of the 
previous year's meeting: 

• mapping investment did not automatically entitle sequence claims over the region 
• potential conflicts between sequencers should be resolved by early communication 
• collaborations with-groups with a biological interest in the region sequenced should be 

subject to the same principles of data release and communication. 

HUMAN SEQUENCE MAP INDEX 

Relocation of the Index 

Folfowing the discussion at last year's meeting,. the Human Sequence Map Index had been 
relocated from HUGO to NCBI. There was unanimous agreement that the Index was the 
appropriate mechanism to publicize sequencing activities and that all high throughput 
sequencers would submit their sequencing interests to the Web Index. Those centres which 
had not submitted information to the Index gave a lack of suitable markers to define their 
regions of interest as the limiting factor. 

Two proposals to improve the Web site received general support. 

1. The Genethon markers aVailable on the Index were not sufficient to accurately define 
regions of interest. An expanded set of 2t OOO markers and telomeres would be added to 
the Index; possibly as many as 3t OOO should be available to give a density of 1 marker 
per 100 Kb. David Cox (Stanford University) and David Bentley (Sanger Centre) were 
assigned authority to advise the Index on additional markers and to place these on the 
consensus map if necessary. 

2. A visual representation of sequencing activities using ideograms of chromosomes had 
been produced by the Sanger Centre and Washington University. A similar idea. would 
be incorporated in the Index and possibly on other sequencing centres' home Web sites. 
This would provide a very useful summary of regions being targeted. Regions of 
sequencing and mapping interest as well as regions of the finished sequence could be 
represented on the Web Index in this manner. . 

Submissions to tbe Index 

The Index should not be seen as a mechanism to enable exclusive claims to be made, but 
rather to be a source of information of regions being targeted by the sequencers to help 
facilitate co..ordination and collaboration between sequencing centres and the rest of the 
scientific community. Generally the group in the best position to sequence a region should be 
given priority. 
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Centres appeared to be using different criteria to define regions of interest on the Index. It 
was proposed that the limit on the size of the· regions indicated as three times the sequence 
output of the previous year was too restrictive in the context of the current ramp-up of 
production. Also the tUne limit of one year prior to sequence production did not take into 
account that mapping needed to start w~I1 in advance of sequence production to ensure clone 
supply. There was extensive discussion as to what it was reasonable to claim as a target~ 
There was a difference between centres concentrating on mapping smaller very defined 
regions with an emphasis on obtaining contiguity as soon as possible and the centres involved 
in chromosome wid~ mapping strategies. There was concern that allowing larger claims and 
longer term interests on -the Index would reduce the press-ute to produce contiguous sequence .. 
However the larger centres were concerned that not allowing a chromosome wide (ptel-qtel) 
'claim' on the Index would not reflect their chromosome wide mapping strategies and could 
either lead to a less optimal mapping strategy having to be used or conflicts arising because of 
a lack of information on the Index. 

It was felt that by separating sequencing activities from mapping interests the Index could 
provide the most accurate reflection of the sequencing groups' activities and address the 
concerns of centres about the extent of claims_ Sequencing interests should define the short 
tenn goals of centres: this was essential information as it was at this point that there was very 
Jittle fJeXloility and a high level of commitment had been made. It was noted with interest that 
the 1Gt were providing on their Web site a schedule for the ~egions being sequenced. This 
provided a very transparent view of the sequencing interests at the JGI and demonstrated the 
level of commitment to a region. 

Mapping interests should be indicated separately from sequencing interests on the Index, and 
should define those regions of longer term interest for which mapping was being undertaken. 
The extent of regions defined would depend on the mapping strategy used. 

FULFILLING COMMITMENTS 

There was a need to ensure that sequencers were fulfilling their commitments by producing 
contiguous sequences for the regions 'claimed' on the Index. This was especially important if 
the previous limiis were no· longer be imposed on duration and size of 'claims' and where 
groups were undertaking chromosome wide mapping strategies. The Sanger Centre explained 
that in stating a chromosome wide interest in chromosome 1 it was signing up to take 
responsibility for obtaining the contiguous sequence from the chromosome .. If smaller groups 
expressed interests in particular regions the Centre would be more than willing to take these 
interests into account in their sequencing strategy. This approach was Celt to be helpful 
towards smaller groups. The strategy meetings would serve as a forum for sequencers to 
review whether groups were fulfilling their commitments to the regions claimed by producing 
contiguous sequence. 
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Session V SEQUENC&READ Y MAPs AND RESOURCES 
Chair: Eric Greeh 

From previous discussions during the meeting it was obvious that the type of mapping 
strategy undertaken had a profound influence on many aspects of a sequencing project. The 
production of sequence-ready maps could be seen as a two-step process analogous to the 
sequencing process~ with a shotgun stage (the initial screens for clones) and a finishing stage 
(obtaining clone contiguity). Similar to sequencing, it was the firushingprocess (i.e., obtaining 
complete coverage of the region) that was proving to be the more problematical task. 

RESOURCES 

It was reported that two BAC libraries had been produced by Mel Simon at Caltech. There 
was limited capacity at Caltecb for further library validation and filter production. The libraries 
are available from Caltech and via Research Genetics. 

Pieter de Jong confirmed that male and female human Dl'lA had been obtained in an IRB
approved manner for use in large-scale sequencing. The male BAC library (RPCI 11) had been 
made and distributed world-wide, The library is divided into four segments, with an overall 
genome coverage ot2SX, an average insert size of 174 Kb, 1.2% empty weDs, and 0.8% non
recombinant clones. A second library from the same donor with larger inserts (230 .. 240 Kb) 
has also been made; coverage was only 1 X but could be expanded if it proved useful. A 
human female library is also in the pipeline and will be available by early summer. Three 
mouse libraries have been made and were being distributed, the best being the CS7BU6J 
library (RPCI23). All libraries (including high-density filters) are available through RPC~ 
Research GeneticsJ the :MItC HO:MP Resource Centrej and the Max-Planck Institute. 
Libraries from a variety of other species are also being constructed; all would be in the public 
domain irrespective of the funder. 

The libraries are being validated using the following criteria agreed at the NHGRI PI meeting: 

• Clones analysed for average insert size 
• % empty welJs 
• Probing the library with > 1 0 unique probes 
• Probing with STSs at 5-10 Kb intervals for 2-3 1 Mb regions and fingerprinting the 

resulting clones, 

One fanomaly that was reported between librarie~ was that for certain probes there is a 
representation bias dependent on the vector system and restriction enzyme. 

TIGR and Leroy Hood are in the process of deriving 600,000 BAC end sequences. 60,000 
have so far been sequenced. The completion of' the project is scheduled for the end of 
September 1999. The end sequences data are being updated OJi the TIGR Web site nightly and 
were being submitted to GenBank on a weekly basis (appendix 1- TIGR submission). 

Most of the centres reported that they are using Pieter de longs libraries as the major source 
of clones for sequencing and they are very happy with the quality of the horary and filters. 
The technique of choice for identifYing clones is hybridisation to filters. There seemed to be 
only limited need for peR pools. PCR pools for one or two libraries could be useful, as peR 
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data could be used for resolving ambiguous hybridisation data. For pools to be truly useful, 
they would need to be of a higher quality than the commercial pools currently avaifable~ 

Many centres are very interested in the possibility of one good deep, large insert BAC library, 
particularly for closure of mapping gaps. It was thought that v,itb current technology, the 
maximum insert size for BACs is around 300 Kb. The limiting factor is electroporation, but 
this could possibly be circumvented by using a T4 packaging system. This 'Would be explored 
further it there was a high level of interest from the sequencing community. Pieter de Jong is 
considering producing additional mouse and human libraries using a modified BAC containing 
a yeast centromere and a IDS3 marker This vector would enable isolation of clones from a 
different haplotype or from closely related species by homologous recombination in yeast. 

It was reported that about 20% of the C.elegans sequence would be derived from Y AC 
horaries and potentially a significant amount of the human sequence may also need to be 
derived from YACs. If this turns out to be the case,. then new Y AC libraries made with DNA 
obtained in an IRB-a.pproved manner for large-seale sequencing will be required. The 
sequencers were in favour ofusin& traditional YAC vectors rather than newer vectors (such as 
circular Y ACs) since the stability of the latter has not been confirmed. A small-insert Y AC 
library would be more useful for sequencing but a larger-insert library would facilitate the 
generation of markers. 

OPTIMAL MAPPING STRA TEGIE$ 

At Stanford, a high·resolution map is being generated by radiation hybrid Mapping, with STSs 
then selected at an even distribution over a particular region (10 markersl.tv.tb). The aim is to 
generate even coverage over a region by using evenly spaced markers. The density of markers 
needed to optimise clone contiguity is being investigated. 

At the Sanger Centre, 10 markerslMb is felt to be insufficient. 15 markerslMb are being usedf 

although it had not been decided if this was actually the optimal density. There is less 
emphasis on ordering and ascertaining distribution of the STSs before isolating clones. 60-
70% clone coverage has been obtained with 10 markerlMb and 80-85% with 1 S markerslMb. 
The aim is to obtain a degree of closure by primary coverage without directed effort before 
walking to close the gaps. For many groups:. screening libraries with STSs is not a limiting 
factor and therefore all the available markers in the target region are being used (rather than 
selecting markm based on their distribution on a high-resolution map). The problem for most 
groups is generating markers in regions not covered by the initial screenings. 

BAC end sequencing was felt to be a useful additional mapping resource. It was emphasised 
that to produce high-confidence maps, single clones could not be relied upon and confirmation 
of the map was required from redundant coverage and fingerprinting. It was noted that the 
Arabidopsis sequencing project has demonstrated that BAC end sequencing could be an 
effective mapping technique if the data were well validated. 
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EXPERIENCE AND COSTS FOR A 1YPICAL CHROMOSOME 

As yet there is tittle infonnation and no obvious mechanism for capturing the data on mapping 
costs. So far, from the experience with chromosome 22~ the cost of closing tnap gaps was 
higher than the cost of map production. More data on the actual costs of finishing a 
chromosome would be available next year for chromosome 22" Information will be needed to 
assess the effectiveness of mapping strategies for more typical chromosomes, where a 
significant amount of extra mapping will be required. 

METRIC FOR MONITORING PROGRESS AND QUALITY 

Sequence-ready map validation could divided into: 

1. Quality standards for the map and definition of a sequence-ready clone 
2. Fidelity to the genome. 

These issues would fall within the remit of the working group on clone fidelity. The issue of 
contiguity is also important in the context of map quality, as contiguity minimised the number 
of end sequences and therefore the uncertainly associated with non-redundant ends~ 

POTENTIALLY UNCLONABLE REGIONS 

The efforts directed towards trying to obtain maps and sequence through problem regions 
(such as eentromeres and telomeres) was raised. Several groups are involved in investigating 
the potential of obtaining sequence in these regions. The Sanger Centre is investigating the 
feasibility of obtaining sequence in the centromeric region of chromosome 10 through a 
collaborative study. Mapping by indirect methods (such as pulse-field get analysis) is being 
used; the aim being to sequence into the different classes and intermittent class of repeats. 
Telomeres have also been causing some difficulties, in particular deleted clones and short 
sequencing reads were obtained from DNA near to telomeres. Unpublished results from 
chromosome 7 and chromosome 22 indicate it should be possible to sequence into the 
telomeric repeats at least for some chromosomes. 
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Session JI1 ANNOTATION 
Chllir: Grahmn CamuOIt 

The session reviewed annotation practice by the high throughput genome sequencing centres 
and considered a minimum level of annotation that should be provided with sequence 
submitted by centres to the sequence databases. 

From a comparison of the current entries in the databases it was evident that different centres 
were annotaiing features in different styles and depth_ Annotated features included: 
neighbouring clones, CpG islands,. repeat contentj difficulties in obtaining sequence of high 
confidence, STS content, exons and ESTs (information placed in CDS or miscellaneous 
category)~ primary transcripts, mRN~ BLAST data, promoters. 

Annotation could be divided into two categories~ 

1. Book-keeping information i.e. where and how the sequence was obtained. 
This information could only be provided by submitters. 

2. Biological annotation of the sequence. 

BOOK ... KEEPING INFORMATION 

It was agreed that a minimum level of annotation consisting of book-keeping infonnation 
should be required with submissions of finished sequence. 
Required features should include: 
• clone identification 
• source library infonnation 
• contact details of sequencing organisation. 

Further candidates for required information included: 
• detailed location information on neighbouring clones and where mapping infonnation 

relating to the sequence could be found 
• information on the accuracy of the sequence_ 

It was not clear cut whether data on the accuracy of the sequence should be required. The use 
of the data to the commu~ty would be highly dependent on the way such infonnation was 
represented. (Suitable methods for conveying accuracy information bad been discussed in 
sessionn.) 

It was suggested that the sequence database providers circulate a proposal regarding required 
annotation, and that Elbert Branscomb circulate a proposal on the representation of accuracy 
information. 
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BIOLOGICAL ANNOTATION 

It was agreed that annotation was essential to exploit the sequence infonnation being 
generated. The centres did Dot reach a consensus view as to how this should be achieved. In 
particular, there were differing views on _ whether annotation should be applied by the 
sequencers or the databases. However there was agreement that sequence made available to 
the community should be accompanied by consistent annotation. 

Almost all annotation by the participants is by computational methods. These methods assign 
features and functions on the basis of analogies to existing biological knowledge, "either as 
represented in existing sequence entries, or in databases of sequence patterns characteristic of 
particular biological functions. This raised two major discussion themes: 
• Minimalist vs. Rich Annotation 
• Documentation of the evidence for features 

Minimalist VI. Rich Annotation 

Some centres took the view that the computational methods were either (a) readily available, 
making it unnecessary for sequencing centres to supply the annotation, or (b) more likely to be 
applied expertly and consistently by information centres such as the EBI or NCBI. Proponents 
of this view fonned the "minimalist-annotation" camp. Such centres espoused the view that,. 
by and large, their responsibility extends only to aMotating with book .. keeping information. 

Others stressed the need tor expert interpretation and refinement of predictions from 
automatic method~ and also pointed out work on real biological investigation of the function 
of sequences. They saw it as part of their responsibility to provide i'rich .. annotaUonu of'theit 
sequence.. It was stressed by some participants that whatever standard was applied" 
consistency of practice would be extremely helpful to the user community. 

The particular emphasis of centres reflected the ability to obtain resources for atulotation. 
Some funding agencies indicated that they regarded detailed annotation and development of 
algorithms as a research exercise and distinct from sequence production. It was therefore an 
activity in which the genome centres could participate by competing for specific research 
grants. 

Proponents of rich-annotation stressed: 
• the role of annotation as a final check of sequen.ct accuracy: e.g., disruptions in exon 

connections can highligIlt any sequence errors .. 
• the importance of expertise, often present within sequencing centres, in interpreting the 

results from sequence analysis programs. 

Proponents of minimalist-annotation stressed: 
• the importance of exploiting the expertise of groups not involved in sequencing, but with a 

biological interest in a particular region of the genome, to add annotation later 
• the imprecision of the automatic methods which sequencing centres might US~ particularly 

when applied to complex genomes 
• the fact that predictions based on comparison with existing databases would go out-of..cfate 

as the databases were updated, neceSSitating their constant curation 
• the difficulty jn achieving any kind of consistency between centres .. 
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Documentation oftbe Evidence fOr Features 

Feature aMotatlon whicb is assigned on the basis of computational evidence is often presented 
without any indication of the nature of the evidence for a given assertion. Even where an 
attempt is made to document the evidence, there is little consistency about how this is done. 

A model for detailed machine·parsable representation of computational evidence used in the 
Drosophila database (FlyBase) was presented. This database documents the precise database 
matches on which genes and coding sequences are annotated. Whilst there was support for 
better documentation of computational evidence in principle, there were concerns about the 
practical difficulty of ensuring consistent application of such a detailed standard, and about the 
need to curate such information. 

THE ROLE OF THE SEQUENCE DATABASES 

Sequencing centres and funding agencies which adopt a minimalist annotation policy saw a 
role for tne sequence databases in applying computed annotation to the data. There was some 
support for the concept of an ClatUlotation-engine" which would automatically apply up-to
date annotation to all data, while some doubted the feasibility of such a concept. Another view 
of the central databases was as a repository for annotation received from the sequencers, with 
little active application of new annotation. Broadly speaking, the USA favoured a more active 
role for the databases than Europe. 

Some centres felt a clear responsibility for the entries they submitted to the public databases, 
and wished to see them presented with precisely the annotation and updates they had 
provided. Any annotation applied by the databases or third parties should be clearly 
distinguished from the submitted annotation and not mixed with it. Other centres saw 
annotation as a responsibility of the databases. 

It was recognised that there was a need for specialist databases which would provide more 
detailed annotation than the central databases, and it was agreed that cross .. links to such 
databases were desirable. 

GENE IDEN'I'D'IERS 

There was a need to agree a f'ormat for iderttitiers fot genes whose existence was predicted 
from sequence analysis, but for which there was n~ confirmatory experimental evidenee. A 
unique identifier in the form of clone_name.chronological_number was proposed. This would 
be replaced when the existence of the gene was confirmed and a HGM name allocated. A 
similar fonnat had functioned well for C.elegans and had the advantage of identifying the 
source clone. There was a need to avoid the situation that had occurred with yeast where the 
genes had to be renamed. An alternative view was that more information could be provided in 
the name so that it could be used in the longer term. The HOM nomenclature committee 
should be consulted for their views on the matter. There was greater support for keeping the 
name as simple as possible in the first instance. 
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Session VII NEW TECHNOLOGY 
Chair: Rick Wilson 

SEQUENCERTECRNOLOGY 

Slab Gel Technology 

Both ABI and Washington University had modified ABI 377 sequencers to increase the 
number of lanes to 96 per gel.. This had been achieved by increasing the pixel density per scan. 
Results were promising as tracking did not appear to be a problem, difficulties associated with 
the additional Janes were at the gel pouring and loading stages. Washington University's 
modification was being exponed to other centres. It was hoped, although there was no hard 
evidence, that increasing the number of lanes per gel would result in cost savings. 

Lloyd Smith at the University of Wisconsin was developing a low cost sequencer with the 
primary aim of producing long read lengths rather than high throughput. 18 hour run times 
had produced read lengths of about 1 Kb. The cost of the sequencer would be low, in the 
region of $29,000; two production machines were now being tested. It was noted that the 
Licor machines also achieve read lengths of 1 Kb but their major disadvantage was only 1 & 2 
colour detection. 

, 
The question of patent protection on existing teclmoIogy was felt to be a possible future issue 
of contention with patent holders but should not discourage attempts to improve technology. 

CapUlAry sequencers 

Lawrence Berkeley was testing a 96 channel capillary sequencer utilising 4% Linear 
Polyacrylamide (LPA) as the sieving medium. 23 plates of production sequencing had been 
performed. Currently, reads up to 450 bp was being obtained but at -450 bp the drop in 
sequence quality was steeper than with ABI 377s. Problems associated with the reuse and 
reliability of LP A and capiUaries were also in the process of being resolved. Comparison with 
Molecular Dynamics capillary sequencers were planned. 

Molecular Dynamics capiUary sequencers had been maled at Washington Univet$ity and 
TIaR. Reads of 400-450 bp were being obtained. It was thought that longer reads would be 
obtained if the sieving medium was changed from hydroxyce1lulose to LP A, the change would 
be dependent on a licence being obtained from the patent holders, Beckman. At the present 
time similar levels of sequencing reagents were being used as for conventional slab gels. 

Mieroebannel System 

The JGI were in the process of developing a micro channel system. Microchartrtels were etched 
onto a plate and into these the sieving medium, bydroxyeeUulose, was pumped. Further 
automated of the system was planned with the development of a gel loader. Read lengths of 
around 500 bp were being obtained with as little as 1/100 of the sample required for ABI 
3ns. Currently a single plate with 96 channels could be scanrted but the potential scanning 
capacity was 4 plates at once i.e. 384 samples. The 96 channel machine was 1 year away from 
production and the 384 versio~ 2 years. 
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AUTOMATION 

The· DOE had recently funded several groups to develop genome sequencing technologies. 
Amongst these the Whitehead Institute had been funded to develop robots with commercial 
potential. 

Several groups reported working on automation of various procedures The JGI was 
developing its automation around Hydrahead 96 channel pipettes. Machines for handling 
frozen stocks and setting' up peR reactions were nOw working. The next target was setting up 
sequencing reactions. At UTSW the problems associated with the automated system had been 
in achieving peR reliability in rather than with the robots themselves'. Automation at the 
Sanger Centre had concentrated on a system for rearraying finishing templates. 

CHEMISTRYIBIOLOGY 

I. Enzymes 
1MB at Jena, Amersham and Perkin-Elmer were developing mutant polymerases to read 
through problem sequence. It appeared that if mutants could read through difficult 
sequencethey'wereless effective than current enzymes on non-problem sequence. 

2. Dyes 
Richard Gibbs reported that he was using his BODIPY dyes exclusively but there would 
be patent repercussions from ABI if these were made available commercjally~ BigDyes 
had been shown to work on templates of 2.5 Mb making reads possible directly from 
nUcrobial DNA and Y ACs. 

3. Vectors 
It was reported that Bob Weiss at Utah had a plasmid vector system which could take 
12 ... 15 Kb inserts~ Initial data suggested that they were stable. Other cloning vectors 
such as circular YACs and BACs containing yeast centrometes and HIS markers had 
been discussed in session V. 

4. Shatter Libraries 
Washington University and the Sanger Centre had developed shatter libraries to read 
thro!J.8h sequence gapS4 A peR product or restriction enzyme fragment was sonicated to 
generate 100-S00 bp fiagments which were cloned into MI3 or pUC. In GC rich 
regions reads were possible using 100 bp clonest as the short clones prevented 
secondary structure fonning and interfering with enzyme processivity. 

S. Chemical Sequencing 
Chemical sequencing bad been revisited by some groups for problem regions but had 
not been worth pursuing. 
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NOVELTECHNOLOGn8 

The groups bad very little infonnation on areas other than improvements on existing 
technology. Most novel developments were felt to be too distant and therefore it was 
~ecessary to concentrate on adjusting current technologies in order to achieve the increase in 
sequence production in the short term. In order to facilitate technology development 
sequencers should be encouraged to liaise with each other and with outside technology 
developers. One reported development was in detection systems. A mass spectroscopy 
detection system was being developed which could increase the number of labels from 415 to 
SOO enabling 100 reactions to be analysed in parallel. 
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Session VIR MOUSE GENOME SEQUENCING & FUTURE MEETINGS 
Chair: Francis Collins 

Francis Collire: chaired this session in the absence of Michael Morgan. A significant number of 
participartts had to leave before the end of the session and before the votes were taken. 

DATA RELEASE POLICY FOR ORGANlSMS OTHER THAN THE HUMAN 

In addition to human genome sequencing several groups are starting to produce mouse 
genomic sequence. The NHGRI was encouraging grantees to devote up to 10010 of their effort 
to sequencing the mouse genome. It was therefore an appropriate time to decide on the policy 
for release of mouse sequence data. All present were in unanimous agreement that the policy 
of irtunediate data release, as agreed for human genomic sequence, should be applied to the 
mouse. 

It was proposed that this policy should be extended to high throughput sequencing projects 
for all organisms. It was agreed that the participants were not in a position to make policy for 
projects outside of their own ar~ but should aim to influence policy by stressing the value of 
early data. release for research and for co-ordination of the sequencing effort. Several members 
of the group felt in a difficult position owing to national funding agencies not endorsing early 
data release. It was stressed that any statement on this issue should reflect the personal views 
of the participants based on their experiences of participation in the human genome 
sequencing project. 

It was proposed by Francis Collins that a statement to this effect should be issued foHowing 
approval by all participants. The proposal was seconded by Ari Patrinos and supported by all 
present. 

The following statement was circulated and approved by the participants. 
II As extensive determination of the genomic DNA sequence of several organisms proceeds, it 
is increasingly clear that this information has enormous and immediate scientific value, even 
prior to its final assembly and completion. Delaying the release of either unfinished or finished 
genomic DNA sequence data serves no useful purpose and actually has the effect of slowing 
the progress of research. Therefore, the attendees at the Third International Strategy Meeting 
on Human Genome Sequencing agreed unanimously to support, as individual scientis~ the 
view that all publicly-funde(t large scale DNA sequencing projectst regardless of the organism, 
should deposit data immediately into the public dom~ following the same guidelines that 
have previously been adopted by this group for human genomic sequence 
(http://hugo.gdb.org/bennudahtm). We will continue to adhere to these principles and urge 
all other scientists and policy-making groups involved in large scale sequencing to adopt them 
aswetL" 
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FUTURE MEETINGS 

It was agreed that the strategy meetings were essential for the co-ordination of human genome 
sequencing, The current number of attendees (about SO) allowed important issues to be 

. debated fully and therefore should not be increased" although if additional groups started to 
contribute to the project they should be invited. 

Several participants expressed the view that difficulties in reaching the current venue could 
discourage attendance at the meetings. To encourage all invitees to attend, a model of 
alternating venues within reach ofDuUes and Heathrow airports was proposed, 

The alternatives were put to the vote. 

7 for remaining in Bermuda 
19 for moving the meeting 
22 either abstained or were absent for the vote 

The exact venue for the next year would be decided at a later date. The date of the next 
meeting wou1d probably be put back a month or two as HGM '99 would probably be taking 
place at the end of February in Australia. To aid discussions more formal presentations on 
particular areas and reports from working groups would be organised, the prograrrune would 
be co-ordinated by the Well come Trust, NHGRI and DOE. 
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